Project Based Learning Assisted by Peer Assessment to Promote the Students’ Critical Thinking Ability in The Tertiary Level of Education
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Abstract: The objective of this study was to analyze the effect of learning project-based learning assisted by peer assessment in hybrid learning to improve students’ critical thinking skills as the implementation of literacy practices. The study uses the posttest only control group design. The population of this study was all second semester English Education Study Program students in PGRI University of Palembang, totaling 170 students. Descriptive statistical analysis techniques are used to describe the data obtained. The hypothesis testing used is the t-test to test the significant level of the influence of the independent variables partially on the dependent variable. The test is carried out by comparing t-count with t-table. The results of the analysis show that the value of Sig. obtained less than 0.05. This means that there are differences in students’ critical thinking skills being taught project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peers with students who are taught without learning project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peers. The implications of this research goes that it is hoped that with this learning model students will learn more actively in building their own knowledge as the literacy processes which will have an impact on critical thinking skills.
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A. Introduction

The first fact, UNESCO said that Indonesia ranks second from the bottom in terms of world literacy, meaning that interest in learning is very low. One of the demands of education today is the ability to think critically. Critical thinking ability is the ability to analyze facts, convey ideas, defend opinions, make comparisons, draw conclusions and evaluate the arguments given and the ability to solve problems (Barta et al., 2022); (Pramestika et al., 2020); (Meilana et al., 2020); (Rati, 2020). Critical thinking is a person’s cognitive ability to state something with confidence because it is based on logical reasons and strong evidence [4]. Critical thinking skills provide opportunities for students to use information sources to produce solutions and provide opportunities for students to build relationships (Jiang, 2022); (Polat & Aydin, 2020). Critical thinking ability is one of the important learning outcomes in education (Hart
et al., 2021); (Yu Z et al., 2021). The ability to think critically is related to the ability of students to deal with everyday problems (Odebiyi et al., 2021). Efforts to develop critical thinking skills require an innovative learning process that provides opportunities for students to develop critical thinking skills (Seibert, 2020); (Silberman et al., 2021). So, the ability to think critically will have a positive influence on the readiness of students in facing global competition. To improve abilities, a proper learning model is needed that can be used in the Hybrid learning process.

In the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, all learning processes are carried out Hybrid. Hybrid learning provides opportunities for students to learn more flexibly and the learning process is carried out without knowing space and place. Students can meet anytime and anywhere. In the midst of the onslaught of the Covid-19 Pandemic and Hybrid learning, learning is required to produce students who are able to think critically. However, the problem that occurs is that Hybrid learning has a weakness, namely students feel bored because the learning process is monotonous and less interesting. So that students are not interested in learning and completing learning carried out in e-learning. Another thing is the lack of feedback given is also the reason why students lose interest in learning. Students’ critical thinking skills are still relatively lacking. This can be seen from the lack of active students in the lecture process such as asking questions and expressing opinions (Davut Gul & Akcay, 2020). Students tend to be passive only to listen to explanations of lecture material (Indriani et al., 2022). If this is allowed, it will certainly have an impact on student learning outcomes. One of the solutions offered is to implement PJBL learning assisted by peer assessment.

The application of the learning model is expected to reduce student boredom in the learning process and the peer assessment process provides opportunities for students to be motivated to take part in learning. One of the learning models that can be used is PJBL. Project-based learning relates to the real world of students which requires collaborative inquiry and the production and series of projects (Muhammad, 2018); (Simamora, et al., 2020). Project-based learning is an innovative learning that emphasizes complex activities with the aim of solving problems based on inquiry activities (Kurniawan et al., 2018); (Triana et al., 2020). Learning with PJBL, the teacher is responsible for monitoring student activities while completing projects, so that students are able to develop an idea and produce satisfactory results (Rahmazatullaili et al., 2017); (Tika & Agustiana, 2021).

The focus of learning lies on the core concepts and principles of a discipline of study, involving students in problem-solving investigations and other meaningful task activities, giving students the opportunity to work autonomously constructing their own knowledge, and culminating in producing real products (Fauzia & Kelana, 2021); (Sumarni, 2020). So, the application of the PJBL learning model in the learning process
has a positive impact on the learning process. In addition to models, to make the learning atmosphere more enjoyable, you can do it by using peer assessment.

Peer assessment is one of the assessments carried out by peers to assess the work of their friends (Alias et al., 2015); (Jalili & Shishavan, 2020). Peer assessment is used in the process of assessing projects or presentations. Peer ratings are important in evaluating and encouraging positive feedback (Liang et al., 2020); (Luaces et al., 2018). Peer assessment increases accountability and inspires them to increase interaction with peers so that heterogeneous judgments are produced (James et al., 2018); (Mahayukti & Suweken, 2022). Peer assessment strategies are needed in the learning process because it will develop social interaction between peers. Several previous research findings stated that students understand learning by using a project-based learning model (Fauzia & Kelana, 2021). STEM-PJBL-based environmental change learning tools are effective on students’ 4C skills (Triana et al., 2020). The advantages of each component, namely the model and type of assessment, are one of the reasons why this research was conducted. This study aims to analyze the PJBL model supported by peer research on critical thinking skills. The application of the learning model is expected to reduce student boredom in the learning process and the peer assessment process provides opportunities for students to be motivated to take part in learning.

B. Methods

Research objectives namely to determine the effect of peer-assessment-assisted project-based learning (PJBL) learning in Hybrid learning to improve students’ critical thinking skills in English education courses. In this study there are two variables used, namely the independent variable, namely project-based learning (PJBL) learning assisted by peer assessment with the dependent variable, namely students’ critical thinking skills. This type of research is quasi-experimental. Pseudo-experiment is a type of comparison that compares the effect of giving a treatment (treatment) to an object (experimental group) and seeing the magnitude of the effect of the treatment (Arikunto, 2015). The design of this study used the posttest only control group design. The population of this study was all English Education Study Program, semester II students in PGRI University of Palembang, totaling 170 students who were spread evenly across 8 classes, namely class A-1. The sample of this research was second semester English Education Study Program students, or in other words, sampling is done by group random sampling technique. Sampling was carried out in two stages. In the first stage, the two classes in PGRI University of Palembang, English Education Study Program was drawn randomly and the results were used as a research sample, from the two classes, then randomly selected into 1 experimental class and 1 control class. From these results obtained class H as the experimental group with a total of 30 students and class I as the control class with 32 students.
The object of this research is the score of critical thinking skills in the English subject that has been given an experiment in the form of project-based learning (PJBL) learning assisted by peer assessment with the dependent variable, namely student learning outcomes. Critical thinking ability is measured by a test instrument. This essay test consists of multiple-choice questions with cognitive levels from C4-C6. The test was taken from model material, English courses learning methods and English courses learning evaluation.

The data collected in this study is described on the score of critical thinking skills in the second semester of English Education Study Program participating in project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment which is implemented in the experimental class and learning without project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment. The data were obtained from the results of calculating student critical thinking ability test scores. Descriptive statistical analysis techniques were used to describe the data obtained. The data that has been obtained from the research is described according to the learning outcome variable. Descriptive analysis displays the average, standard deviation, mode, median, minimum value, maximum value, range, and amount of data for each variable studied. In addition to obtaining these prices, a table of frequency distributions and histograms for each research variable is also shown. Inferential analysis is used to test the research hypothesis. The hypothesis testing used is the t test used to test the significant level of the influence of the independent variables partially on the dependent variable. The test is carried out by comparing t count with t table. With the provision that if t count > t-table and significant value < 0.05 (α: 5%), then the independent variable partially has a significant effect on the dependent variable.

Testing this hypothesis is assisted by SPSS 20 to explain the median, minimum value, maximum value, range, and amount of data from each variable studied. In addition to obtaining these prices, a table of frequency distributions and histograms for each research variable is also shown. Inferential analysis is used to test the research hypothesis. The hypothesis testing used is the t test used to test the significant level of the influence of the independent variables partially on the dependent variable.

In addition to obtaining the data, a table of frequency distributions and histograms for each research variable is also shown. Inferential analysis is used to test the research hypothesis. The hypothesis testing used is the t test used to test the significant level of the influence of the independent variables partially on the dependent variable. The test is carried out by comparing t count with t table. With the provision that if t count > t table and significant value < 0.05 (α: 5%), then the independent variable partially has a significant effect on the dependent variable. Testing this hypothesis is assisted by SPSS 20. In addition to obtaining these prices, a table of frequency distributions and histograms for each research variable is also displayed. Inferential analysis is used to test the research hypothesis. The hypothesis testing used is the t test used to test the
significant level of the influence of the independent variables partially on the dependent variable. The test is carried out by comparing t count with t table. With the provision that if t count > t table and significant value < 0.05 (α: 5%), then the independent variable partially has a significant effect on the dependent variable.

C. Results and Discussion

The results of the analysis of the description showed that the average value of critical thinking skills was between students who were taught by peer-assisted project-based learning (PJBL) and students who were taught by peer-assisted learning without project-based learning (PJBL). This is shown by the difference in the mean value of 4.91, where the average value of the group of students taught with peer-assisted project-based learning (PJBL) is greater, in more detail in table 1.

Table 1. Analysis Results Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Variables</th>
<th>Ability Critical thinking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>std. Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the descriptive test is carried out, it is continued to the inferential test. The results of the analysis show that the value of Sig. obtained less than 0.05. This means that there is a difference in the critical thinking abilities of students who are taught project-based learning (PJBL) with the help of peers and students who are taught without peer-assisted project-based learning (PJBL). The results of the analysis are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of Inferential Analysis Test t

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>std. Error of Difference</th>
<th>95% Confidence Intervals of the Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking skills</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.49, 8.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>59.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.49, 8.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the analysis of the description obtained that the average value of critical thinking skills was between students who were taught by project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment and students who were taught by learning without
project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment. These results are certainly inseparable from how the learning process is carried out. Learning with project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment will provide opportunities for students to learn more comfortably by generating and exploring their own knowledge, feeling comfortable in the learning process with the project-based learning (PJBL) model assisted by peer assessment will make students more confident in generating ideas for solving the problems they face. Because this learning process does not only play a role in one scientific discipline but learning that involves interdisciplinary learning. Project-based learning is an innovative learning that emphasizes complex activities with the aim of solving problems based on inquiry activities (Kurniawan et al., 2018); (Simamora et al., 2020). The focus of learning lies on the core concepts and principles of a discipline of study, involving students in problem-solving investigations and other meaningful task activities, giving students the opportunity to work autonomously constructing their own knowledge, and culminating in producing real products (Niswara et al., 2019); Sumarni, 2020). So, the application of the PJBL model in the learning process has a positive impact on the learning process. The project-based learning model is a learning model that uses projects (Fauzia & Kelana, 2021); (Surya et al., 2018); (Tika & Agustiana, 2021).

Apart from that, involving peers in the learning process greatly impacts the learning process. Having peers in the learning process will make students able to learn well. Learning with peers will encourage students to play an active role in learning (Oh E, 2019). The peer-to-peer method increases self-learning, students go through experiences that are feedback from their friends (Gabriele et al., 2016). Peers help, guide and support fellow peers so that they are able to build learning through interaction and collaboration (Andersen & Watkins, 2018). Learning that involves peers will reduce anxiety and stress, with guidance assisted, and given feedback by peers students will be able to increase self-confidence (Han et al., 2015); (Stone et al., 2013). Based on these descriptions, to create learning that is conducive and in accordance with current conditions, learning must provide opportunities for students to share learning expectations. In this study, peers are tasked with assessing what their friends have done, which of course has an impact on student motivation. Peer assessment is one of the assessments carried out by peers to assess the work of their friends (Alias et al., 2015); (Jalili & Shishavan, 2020). Peer assessment is used in the process of assessing projects or presentations. Peer ratings are important in evaluating and encouraging positive feedback (Liang et al., 2020); (Luaces et al., 2018). Peer assessment increases accountability and inspires them to increase interaction with peers so that heterogeneous judgments are produced (James et al., 2018). Strategy Peer assessment is very necessary in the learning process because it will develop social interaction between peers.

Based on these descriptions, the peer-assessment-assisted project-based learning (PJBL) model will have an impact on students’ critical thinking skills because students
are already accustomed to solving problems with abilities that involve multidisciplinary knowledge. Critical thinking skills provide opportunities for students to use information sources to produce solutions and provide opportunities for students to build relationships (Indriani et al., 2022); (Polat & Aydin, 2020). Critical thinking ability is one of the important learning outcomes in education (Hart et al., 2021); (Yu Z et al., 2021). The ability to think critically is related to the ability of students to deal with everyday problems (Odebiyi et al., 2021); (Sinaga et al., 2022). To develop critical thinking skills, an innovative learning process is needed that provides opportunities for students to develop critical thinking skills (Seibert, 2020); Silberman et al., 2021). So, the ability to think critically will have a positive influence on the readiness of students in facing global competition. Based on these descriptions, it can be said that the application of project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment with students has a positive impact on the learning process. This finding is reinforced by previous research which stated that there was an effect of applying the project based learning model assisted by Puzzle media on students’ high order thinking skills (Niswara et al., 2019). This project learning model has a positive influence on science learning outcomes (Sari et al., 2021). The implications of this research are that it is hoped that with this learning model students will learn more actively in building their own knowledge which will have an impact on critical thinking skills as their literacy practices.

D. Conclusion

The results of the study showed differences in the critical thinking abilities of students who were taught with project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment and students who were taught without project-based learning (PJBL) assisted by peer assessment. Thus, it can be recommended that this learning model can be used as an alternative to innovative learning models to improve critical thinking skills.
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